Developing standards for the development of glaucoma virtual clinics using a modified Delphi approach
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Abstract

**Purpose:** To develop a set of standards framework for the development and implementation of virtual clinics for glaucoma monitoring in the United Kingdom (UK) using a modified Delphi methodology

**Methods:** A modified Delphi technique was used that involved sampling members of the United Kingdom Glaucoma and Eire Society (UKEGS). The first round involved scoring the strength of agreement to a series of standards statements using a 9-point Likert scale. The revised standards were subjected to a second round of scoring and free-text comment. The final standards were discussed and agreed by an expert panel consisting of 7 glaucoma subspecialists from across the country. A version of the standards was sent to external stakeholders for a 3 month consultation.

**Results:** There was a 44% response rate of UKEGS members to round 1 and round 2, consisting largely of consultant ophthalmologists with a specialist interest in glaucoma. The final version of the standards document was validated by stakeholder consultation and contains 4 sections pertaining to the patient groups, testing methods, staffing requirements and governance structure of NHS secondary care glaucoma virtual clinic models.

**Conclusions:** Using a modified Delphi approach has resulted in consensus agreement for the standards required for the development of virtual clinics for monitoring glaucoma in the UK. It is anticipated that this document will be used as a guide for those setting up this model of service delivery in their department.
Background

Chronic eye disease management is a particular challenge facing the United Kingdom (UK) National Health Service. The UK population is increasing, and predictions estimate that the UK population will have reached approximately 72 million by 2031. Furthermore, as with most Western countries, the UK is an increasingly ageing population. [1] The increasing prevalence of glaucoma in the elderly population [2] and advances in diagnostic technologies used by primary care providers[3] means that the number of new glaucoma suspect referrals to secondary NHS care are increasing; [4, 5] however, the chronicity of these conditions means that patients often require lifelong NHS eye service care. As such most hospital eye departments have significant capacity problems with ophthalmology out-patient services. [6, 7] Most recognise that there is a need to redesign the relevant patient pathways in order to improve current capacity, reduce overdue review intervals and enhance patient experience of ophthalmology services. [8]

One solution is to adopt a ‘virtual clinic’ for managing stable patients. A virtual clinic is one in which the face-to-face clinician consultation is removed. In a synchronous virtual clinic, the patient and clinician interact in real time, for example, via a webcam. In the asynchronous virtual clinic, the interaction occurs at different times. In a glaucoma asynchronous virtual clinic, technicians gather quantifiable data for clinicians to make value decisions. In this type of model, clinicians can review considerably more patient data than in traditional clinics. [9, 10]

With little or no increased capital and recurrent costs, there is emerging evidence of the increasing popularity of virtual clinics within secondary care both for glaucoma and, increasingly, medical retina specialties to help deal with increased patient numbers. [10-14] Technician-led virtual clinics may be placed at locations independent of the reviewing clinician so enhancing a Trust’s ability to deliver CCG ideals of community based care.

There are no clear guidelines for the development of these services, and whilst there is some evidence suggesting that this model is equivalent to standard face-to-face care,
[12] it is still a relatively new model of service delivery. Thus, as more Trusts start to implement these clinics to cope with their capacity issues, we felt it was necessary for experts in the field to define the standards expected of these clinics so that the quality of patient care within the NHS setting is maintained. [15]

The Delphi process is a technique widely adopted in social sciences and health research that seeks to obtain the agreement of experts in order to transform expert opinion into expert consensus.[16] We adopted a modified Delphi approach to define the standards required for the development and implementation of virtual clinics in glaucoma care.
Methods
A convenience sample of 7 glaucoma subspecialists (6 consultant ophthalmologists and 1 glaucoma specialist optometrist) from across England, Northern Ireland and Wales formed the Delphi expert panel. For the first stage of the exercise, the panel were invited to comment upon a series of standards statements that had be prior drafted by the project steering group, which pertained to the patient groups, staffing requirements, test requirements and governance structure suitable or necessary for virtual glaucoma monitoring clinics. Once standards had been agreed by the panel, the project moved to the next stage which involved a 2 round survey of glaucoma clinicians.

Round 1:
A questionnaire was developed utilizing a web-based survey tool (SurveyMonkey® available at www.surveymonkey.com). The questionnaire consisted of 9 questions with a total of 25 statements that required scoring using a 9-point Likert scale indicating the strength of agreement with the statement, ranging from 9 = ‘strongly agree’ to 1 = ‘strongly disagree’. The questionnaire was circulated to all members of the United Kingdom and Eire Glaucoma Society (UKEGS) who had provided their email address to UKEGS for the purposes of being involved in surveys. Six of the questions contained free text boxes for respondents to add any comments. All responses were anonymous.

The Delphi methodology does not specify at what point consensus is deemed to be achieved, thus, as per Myint et al, [17] we chose to exclude statements that scored $\leq 5$ from the standards. Free-text comments from round 1 were also considered when revising the standards statements.

Round 2:
Following modifications resulting from the responses of round 1, the questionnaire was recirculated to UKEGS members as before. As in round 1, statements that scored $\leq 5$ were excluded from the final statements document.

Aversion of the statements document generated following round 2 was circulated to relevant stakeholders that included the Royal College of Ophthalmologists, the College of Optometrists, the Royal College of Nursing Ophthalmic Forum, The British and Irish
Orthoptics Society and UK members of the World Association of Eye Hospitals. Stakeholders were given a 3 month window to respond to the document.

The expert panel met once more to review stakeholder comments, and a final version of the standards document was developed.

**Results:**

*Round 1*

The survey was electronically circulated to 196 members of UKEGS for a 6 week period in June 2015, with 2 electronic reminders over this period. Eight-six members responded to the survey, with few undeliverable emails (personal communication, T Fabre, UKEGS Marketing Support & Events Officer, 2 July 2015), which amounts to an approximate UKEGS member response rate of 44%. The vast majority of respondents described themselves as glaucoma consultant ophthalmologists (71%), followed by glaucoma specialist optometrists/consultant optometrists (14%), specialist orthoptists (6%), specialist registrars (3%), other subspecialty consultant ophthalmologists (2%), glaucoma fellows (2%) advanced nurse practitioners (1%) and academics (1%).

The expert panel reviewed the scores and comments resulting from round 1, and developed a modified questionnaire consisting of 8 questions with a total of 21 statements for further scoring.

*Round 2*

The second, modified survey was circulated to UKEGS members for a 14 week period starting in October 2015, with 2 electronic reminders over this period. Once more, 86 members responded to the survey (glaucoma consultant ophthalmologists: 86%, glaucoma specialist optometrists/consultant optometrists: 3.5%, specialist orthoptists: 1%, advanced nurse practitioners: 1%, other subspecialty consultant ophthalmologists: 3.5%, associate specialist: 1%, specialist registrars: 1%, glaucoma fellows: 1%, academics: 1%, not specified: 1%). Table 1 illustrates the standards statements and scores following round 2.

The expert panel reviewed and discussed the scores obtained in round 2 and developed a draft of the final standards document for consultation.
Stakeholder comments

In March 2016, stakeholders were invited to comment upon the standards document drafted by the expert panel following round 2. After a 3 month consultation, the expert panel discussed stakeholder comments, addressed queries and made further edits and changes to the standards document. After a further month’s consultation, the standards document was finalized and accepted by the Royal College of Ophthalmologists in December 2016 (Appendix 1).

Discussion:

This project has led to the development of UK national guidelines for the development and implementation of virtual clinics in glaucoma care in the secondary NHS setting.

The Delphi method is an accepted method for gaining consensus agreement between experts as it has a number of advantages. Firstly, having anonymity allows for all voices to be heard and avoids the potential for any one individual’s opinions to dominate. Secondly, multiple iterations for feedback allow individuals to change their mind. Thirdly, assigning a ‘score’ to the level of agreement facilitates a statistical approach to measuring consensus. [18] This method has been used in ophthalmology to develop competencies for UK optometrists involved in glaucoma shared care, [17] to identify areas of consensus and disagreement in paediatric cataract management [19] and to define the minimum set of outcome measures required following cataract surgery. [20]

It may be noted that whilst the National Institute of Clinical and Healthcare Excellence CG85 guidelines recommend the use of Van Herick angle assessment and applanation tonometry in the assessment of the glaucoma patient, [21] these two techniques were removed from the final standards document following stakeholder consultation. Research suggests that with training, there is good agreement between observers in undertaking Van Herick angle measurement, [22, 23] but concerns were raised with respect to training and maintenance of standards, with the suggestion that anterior segment optical coherence tomography (AS-OCT) would allow for an objective recording of angle status. There is some evidence to suggest that the AS-OCT tends to overcall narrow angles, [24] but in the case of virtual clinics, it is probably better to
have a false positive than false negative. Historically, applanation tonometry is the gold standard for measuring IOP, but there is plenty of evidence to show it is imprecise and inaccurate.[25-27] As such, it was not a recommended test in the final standards. Perhaps it is now the time to move on towards other validated techniques for IOP measurement, with full awareness of each of their relative merits and disadvantages. A leading hospital in Finland uses the rebound tonometer as standard, with the view that sustainable and safe eye care requires a ‘good enough’ approach to management, particularly with high-volume services. [28] It is important to make the distinction that the standards refer to care within the secondary care setting, and remains a hospital-led service, whereby overall responsibility for the patient lies with the secondary care team. Whilst aspects of the virtual clinic could be met in community, such as for the collection of IOP, visual field and optic disc imaging data, the reviewer will be based in the secondary care setting. This is a very different service delivery model to that of shared care, where the responsibility for the patient lies with the shared-care provider.

Virtual clinics appear to be increasing in popularity across the UK due to capacity pressures within NHS hospital eye service departments. They are seen as a model of service delivery that ‘free up’ consultant time to review more complex glaucoma patients. [12, 29] The glaucoma virtual clinic model appears to be accepted by patients, particularly if they understand the status of their disease and current risk of progression to blindness. [11, 30] However, risk is not static, and glaucoma patients can quickly move from a ‘stable’ to ‘unstable’ status. Thus, an essential requirement of the virtual clinic model is to be able to pick up change in status. We anticipate that our standards will ensure that this minimum requirement is met, and hope that future research will evaluate whether delivery models that meet these standards are ‘safe’ for patients.
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